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Airport Security

Neville has over 32 years of diverse experience within the security environment. His experience
includes that of a specialist firearms officer (SFO) team leader with UK Police and an armed
officer on the counter terrorism wing at Gatwick Airport. Neville has wide-ranging operational
and tactical experience and has worked closely with the UK’s strategic security environment
alongside many key stakeholders within the aviation industry, UK government departments, and
law enforcement agencies both National and International. He was a member of the operational
risk assessment group at Gatwick airport and instrumental in the development of the National
Crime Agency (NCA). His functional expertise lies in risk and threat assessment and its
mitigation, operational situation and intelligence analysis, and law enforcement within the
aviation, transport, and infrastructure security environments.
He is an accredited aviation trainer for the UK Department for Transport, a trainer for Tactical
Risk Assessment of People (TRAP) and is trained in Behaviour Analysis Screening Systems as
employed by UK Policing at Ports. He has completed his Recognition in Firearms and
Explosives and Air Cargo security training. For over six years he ran Project Griffin (a UK
Counter Terrorism community security awareness programme) at Gatwick airport and educated
over 6000 individuals. Since 2016 he has been the Training Manager for Project Griffin
International. Through 2016/17 he trained civilian employees, police officers and supervisors in
aviation ground security principles at Kuwait International Airport.
He was an invited speaker at the Euro-African Police conference (Gran Canaria, 2017) where he
spoke about the landside threat and security awareness within the community. He chaired the
aviation security conference for Passenger Terminal Expo (Stockholm, March 2018) and was an
invited speaker at the IATA conference (Istanbul, 2014) on Human Trafficking. He speaks
regularly on the landside threat and has published on terrorism modus operandi.
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